Prosocial Teaching platform

a comprehensive and easy-to-use portal for teaching social and emotional skills using games

Browse, play and improve social skills!

The Season’s Soup
An exciting labyrinth game for developing collaboration skills.

Pushy paddles
A fun cooperative maths game to practice negotiation and sharing skills.

Find out more at:
http://ProsocialLearn.eu
Discover fun filled learning games for Everyone’s Inclusion

- Friendship
  - joining a conversation
  - using nice talk
  - actively listening

- Feelings
  - identifying feelings
  - understanding social cues
  - regulating emotions

- Cooperation
  - Working together
  - asking for help
  - helping others

Tower together: Multiplayer puzzle game to build the tallest tower.

Laika: A game about managing emotions and solving puzzles.

Lost in space: A vibrant puzzle game for developing teamwork skills.

The chase: A multiplayer game about reaching a mutual goal.

Pedagogical support includes in-game behavioral cues, learning reinforcements, along with skill and emotion monitoring for student feedback and assessment.

Find out more at: http://ProsocialLearn.eu
Prosocial Teacher Classroom: a comprehensive and easy-to-use portal for teaching social and emotional skills using games

Find out more at: http://ProsocialLearn.eu
App-store for games that focus on social and emotional skills training

Browse, Acquire, Play!
Prices models and Teachers & Schools Accounts

for Teachers, Schools and associations
Browse, acquire and play learning games.

for Gaming Providers
Create and sell learning games for social and emotional skills.

for Students
Make and play awesome learning games in school and at home

Find out more at: http://ProsocialLearn.eu